Is specimen extraction a struggle? Make extraction easy with Extractor-EZ™

Extractor-EZ™

- No more struggling to enlarge the trocar site with a Kelly forceps and risk creating jagged tears in skin or muscle.
- Easily widen the fascia with precise, controlled incisions, under direct vision, for easier and faster specimen extraction.
- Precise fascial incisions, without cutting the skin, allow for easier approximation of tissue, improving cosmesis, and potentially reducing the risk of hernia.

The Extractor-EZ™ is a retractable scalpel designed for insertion into a trocar site. With the blade retracted, the surgeon is able to maintain pneumoperitoneum while guiding the blunt shaft of the device into position under direct vision with the camera. Once the shaft is positioned, the blade can be deployed to make precise, controlled incisions in the fascia to make specimen extraction easier.

For more information contact your local Progressive Medical Sales Representative or contact a Customer Service Specialist @ cs@progressivemedinc.com or 314.961.5786 | 800.969.6331
www.progressivemedinc.com